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Motivation and Aim: To date, many different tests for evaluating mutagenic activity 
of chemical, physical and biological factors have been developed and widely used. 
New dataset of genetic sequence information and new technologies for genetic variation 
or functional gene expression analysis offer new opportunities for further improvement 
of classical methods used for evaluating potential environmental toxicants. Here we 
present an approach that enabling us to increase the efficiency of the alpha-test, an 
original method which was developed at the Department of Genetics and Biotechnology 
of the Saint-Petersburg State University.
Methods and Algorithms: Yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae where used as a model 
organism. Alpha-test, forward and reverse mutagenesis assays and whole-genome 
sequencing where used to estimate genome instability. Additionally, we used a wide range 
of molecular genetic methods (gene cloning, yeast and bacterial cells transformation, 
polymerase chain reaction, primer and plasmid design methods, chromosome loss 
induction method), fluorescence microscopy methods, and flow cytometry. 
Results: Using the alpha-test we evaluated the spectrum and frequency of inherited 
and non-inherited changes of genetic material, arising during induction of primary 
DNA lesions of various types induced by reference mutagens. Using yeast model we 
investigated distribution of mutations in the genome and the formation of homozygous 
mutation clusters in diploid yeast cells [1]. Combination of whole-genome sequencing 
with classical yeast genetics allowed us to investigate initial stage of mutation formation 
and possible mechanisms of phenotypic changes in non-dividing cells.
Conclusion: An integrated approach that combines methods of classical and molecular 
genetics, modern molecular genetics, cytological approaches and genome sequencing 
reveal opportunity for further development of a highly sensitive test system for genetic 
toxicology, that allows to detect genotoxic factors in eukaryotic cells without using a 
large number of selective media and manual labor. 
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